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NALBACH ENGINEERING OFFERS NEW GENERATION FILLER FOR HIGH SPEED FILLING OF POWDERED AND
GRANULATED PRODUCTS.
Countryside, IL (USA). July, 2018. Nalbach Engineering’s NECOFLO-G6 filler runs faster, cleaner, provides superior
product settling and fill accuracy.
The NECOFLO-G6 is a new generation filler designed for clean, accurate, high speed filling of expensive fine powders
or granules such as instant coffee and soluble tea.
The NECOFLO-G6 has been designed from the ground up with many new innovative features.
The NECOFLO-G6 valve uses controlled valve actuation to be gentle on the product with no compacting or
degradation of the product’s integrity.
The NECOFLO-G6 container seal is designed with a long life polymer material that accommodates a wide range of
container height variation.
The NECOFLO-G6 vent system is a bi-flow, self cleaning design, with a large area port size, significantly reducing the
possibility of clogging and is easily accessible. The system vents into the fill head minimizing product loss and
insuring system cleanliness.
The NECOFLO-G6 vibration system is a recipe driven system that provides multiple, independently controlled,
vibration zones to insure optimal product settling for each container/product.
The NECOFLO-G6 incorporates a “Lift Table” for each container eliminating pressures and stresses on the container
as it moves through the filling
The NECOFLO-G6 incorporates a closed loop gas containment system providing the most efficient modified
atmosphere packaging (or MAP) system of any filler on the market today.
This new product is available worldwide through Nalbach’s direct sales and manufacturers reps.
###
About Nalbach Engineering Company
Founded in 1945, Nalbach Engineering Company has earned its dominant reputation for quality and performance in
the design and manufacture of a complete line of filling equipment for powders, granulars, flakes and aerosols. In
addition, Nalbach Engineering manufactures plastic bottle unscramblers, bottle orienters and offers turnkey
packaging lines as well as system integration services. A member of PMMI since 1958, Nalbach Engineering has
developed equipment for a widely diverse client roster of Blue Chip companies and has installed systems in 45
countries around the globe.

